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Radiation causesoxide chargebuildup which can degradecarrier mobility in the inversion layer
of a metal-oxide-semiconductorfield-effect transistor (MOSFET) . An expressionfor the carrier
mobility in MOSFETs due to oxide charge scattering has beenderived. The model predicts the
mobility degradation given any specified charge density profile in the oxide. It accounts for
screeningof oxide chargesby channel carriers. To validate the proposedmodel we performed an
experiment to place a measuredquantity of charge at a definite position in the gate oxide and
then measuredthe mobility degradation. The experimental results are in good agreementwith
the predictions of the model.

Radiation causesoxide charge buildup and interfacestate generation in metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MOSFETs) . Though it is well recognizedthat
the generation of interface states is the dominant mobility
degradation mechanism, radiation-induced trapped charge
can also degrade mobility significantlyla and therefore
cannot be neglected. Mobility degradation due to surface
oxide charges has been modeled previously,718and this
model has also been used for mobility degradation due to
interface states.g-l* However, sinceradiation-induced oxide
chargesreside in the bulk of the oxide, they will degrade
mobility of carriers differently as compared to surface
charges. In this paper we present a model for mobility
degradationdue to scattering from bulk oxide charges.The
model calculates mobility for any charge density profile
along the depth of the oxide. The screening of the oxide
chargesby channel carriers has been taken care of in the
model. The model has no adjustable parameters. We
present experimental data which show excellent agreement
with the model.
We model the oxide charge as a collection of positive
chargeshaving a known distribution in the volume of the
oxide. We construct a box having dimensions 2h, 2h, Z,,
(Fig. 1) in the inversion layer below a unit charge in the
oxide such that a carrier in the box is scatteredby only the
single oxide charge above the box. We therefore tix the
dimension h of the box such that

(I

‘ox N(x,y,z)dz

0

2h2h= 1,

where N(x,y,z) is the oxide charge density distribution
(cm-s) and t,, is the thickness of the oxide.
The inversion layer thickness is Z,, = ZcL+ZQM (Ref.
12), where ZcL is the classical inversion layer thickness
and ZQM is the quantum mechanical 0 K inversion layer
thickness. Notice that the dimensions of a box in the inversion layer are decided by the oxide charge density, the
perpendicular electric field, and the electron temperature.
We assumethat a carrier in the box is scatteredby only
the single oxide charge above the box and therefore its
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trajectory is a parabola. Using the Rutherford scattering
lawi we calculate the minimum and maximum angles
(%iIl and e,,) through which a carrier can be scattered
by an oxide charge q at a distance z above the interface.
tan( 6/2) =R/b,
R=

42
4mp2”v2 )

where E, is the silicon permittivity, m* is the effectivemass
of the carrier, and v is the carrier velocity. Using the property of the parabolic path, we expressthe impact parameter
for an electron scattered by an oxide charge as b
= ,/w,
where d is the closestdistancefrom an oxide
charge that the electron can approach in its trajectory in a
box in the inversion layer. The scattering cross section of
an oxide charge is calculated by integrating between the
possible anglesof scattering:‘4
n,=2lr

0
max( 1-cos6) $ R2 cosec4 z sin6 de.

s %in

The averagescattering cross section (a,,,) for a given oxide charge distribution is calculated by averagingover the
cross sections of all the unit chargesin the gate oxide.
The channel carriers can screenthe oxide charge. At
high gate fields the carrier density is high and the oxide
chargesare screenedeffectively. We use the simple screening approximationi oceR= cr,,,Con, 1’4, where nr is the average carrier density (mm3> in the inversion layer. When
the channel is weakly inverted the carrier density is very
small and there is negligible screening.Therefore the constant of proportionality Co is fixed by making
iF0n?‘41+0.01 MV~= 1. The weak inversion perpendicular field Ep was chosen to be 0.01 MV/cm to make the
weak inversion layer thickness consistent with Ref. 15.
The relaxation time betweentwo scattering eventsdue
to oxide charges having a uniform charge distribution in
the x and y (lateral) directions is given by
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where g(z) is a weak function of energy E:
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FIG. 1. Construction of a box in the MOSFET inversion layer.
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f= [ J~N(z)dZ/Zi,,]%y

’

whereim*v2=ikT=E.
For spherical energybands the averagerelaxation time ( 1r I) can be calculated as in Ref. 14,
and the oxide charge scattering electron mobility (,u,,,
=q( 171)/m*) is then given by
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To validate the proposedmodel we need to do a controlled experiment in which we know the charge distribution in the oxide. It is difficult to find the exact distribution
of the oxide charge introduced due to radiation. We decided to simulate radiation-induced oxide charge by purposely introducing sodium into the gate oxide of the transistor. Sodium has a high mobility in SiO, and can be
moved within the gate oxide by subjecting the transistors
to a bias-temperaturestress.The quantity of sodium introduced can be accuratelymeasuredfrom the shift in threshold voltage when the sodium atoms are situated at the two
extreme.positions in the gate oxide.
The test transistors were fabricated using a standard
silicon gate NMOS processand had a gate oxide of 400 A.
Sodium was introduced by exposing the transistors to an
aqueoussolution of sodiumhypophosphite.A field of a: 1.5
MV/cm and a temperature stressof 250 “C were used to
move the sodium atoms. Mobility was found by measuring
the ac channel conductanceafter superimposinga 500 Hz,
20 mV rms ac voltage on a 40 mV dc voltage at the drain.
The threshold voltage was calculated from the intersection
with the Vo axis of the tangent to the linear ID-VG curve
(V,=O.l V) at the point of inflexion.
In Fig. 2, data setA showsthe mobility as a function of
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FIG. 2. Effective electron mobility as a function of gate bias. A, initial
mobility; B, 3.5X 10” cm-* atoms of sodium are introduced into the gate
oxide and pulled up to the gate-SiO, interface; C, charge pushed down to
the Si-SiO, interface; D, charge pulled up once again to the gate-SiOz
interface; E, model curve when the chargehas a Gaussianprofile with its
peak 20 8, from the gate-SiOzinterface and falling to 0.1 of its peak value
30 .& from the peak; F, model curve when the chargeis peaked20 %,from
the Si-SiO, interface.
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FIG. 3. The mobility predictions of the model vs the position of the
centroid of charge in the oxide-for different amount of charge. The
charge is a Gaussian distribution falling to 0.1 of its peak value 30 A
from the peak.
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gate bias before introduction of sodium. Sodium was introduced and pulled up to the gate (data set B), then pushed
down to the Si interface (data set C), and again pulled up
to the gate [data set 0). Recovery of the mobility to its
initial value indicates that the observed mobility degradation is due to the change in position of oxide charge and
not due to other effects such as generation of interface
states.
The amount of sodium introduced was found to be
3.5X 10” cm-‘. After each bias-temperature stressthe sodium is located at either interface. The oxide charge density is modeled as a Gaussian profile with its peak 20 A
from the interface and falling to 0.1 of its peak value 30 A
from the peak. The theoretical mobility curves are obtained
using iu.- 1=&fial +p;;;’ where ~initial is the mobility measured before the introduction of sodium. The model predicts the theoretical mobility curves E and F (Fig. 2) when
the sodium atoms are located at either interface and have
the Gaussian profile described earlier. The model does not
use any adjustable parameters and fits the experimental
results very well. This experiment was repeated for different quantities of introduced charge and the model continues to be a good fit to experiment. The fit of the model to
experiment is not very sensitive to the exact choice of the
charge density profile in the oxide.
Having validated the model for the extreme cases,we
can predict the dependenceof mobility for different oxide
charge distributions. The mobility predictions of the model
versus the position of the centroid of charge in the oxide
for different amount of charge are plotted in Fig. 3. We see
that the oxide charges situated at a distance of several
hundred angstroms from the interface also degrade mobility significantly. This is in contrast with the common belief
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that only charge close to the interface is important for
mobility degradation.
In summary, we presented a model which determines
the oxide charge scattering mobility given the charge density distribution in the oxide. The model is a good fit to
experiment, and shows that oxide charge relatively deep in
the oxide can also degrade mobility.
This work was funded by the Department of Electronics, Government of India.
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